
Stubbornness Can Be A Good Thing
This month we celebrate the 
holiday of Passover. As most of 
us know Passover is the holiday 
which commemorates the story 
of the Exodus and the Israelites 
escape from Egypt. The story 
is filled with many miracles, 
adventures, and wisdoms, 
one of which is the benefit of 
stubbornness.

If it were not for stubbornness, Moses and the Jews would 
never be able to leave Egypt. We recall that Pharaoh would not 
let the Jews leave under any circumstance. Moses asked and 
Pharaoh decline his requests. G-d send plague after plague and 
still Pharaoh refused, and only after the worst and final plague 
in which every Egyptian first born was killed did the Pharaoh 
finally and briefly give in and the Jews were able to escape. 
But salvation did not come fast or easy. For 40 years Jews 
wondered across the desert in search of the promised land. 
Many miracles occurred during this time which allowed the 
Jews to persevere, and finally after decades of search the Jews 
were allowed into Israel.

Which brings us to the idea of miracles, for, what is a miracle 
if not a highly desirable outcome in the face of astronomical 
odds. The Jewish were stubborn, or persistent, to use a gentler 
term, in their mission and this allowed for miracles. Nothing 
came easy, not the escape, not their journey and not the 
receiving of the Torah, but stubbornness and persistence lead 
to each of these miracles and the basic principles still hold true 
today. Be persistent in what you do, teach your kids to follow 
through with their goals, aim high, and in due time your own 
accomplishments will seem like miracles.
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Upcoming Events

Mar 21 - Apr 3 Pesach / Spring Break

PARENTING BOOK OF THE MONTH (CENTERFOLD): 

Raising a Child with Soul: How Time-Tested Jewish Wisdom 
Can Shape Your Child’s Character

With the seemingly insurmountable 
pressures placed on families today, many 
parents lack the spiritual foundation and 
practical knowledge to chart a clear-cut 
course in child-rearing. Parents question 
whether nurturing their children’s 
souls is even possible in the fast-paced 
materialistic culture in which we live. 
Utilizing the insight that springs from her 
knowledge of Torah wisdom, her personal 
experiences and the experiences of 
those she has counseled, Slovie Jungreis-
Wolff, a longtime parenting coach and 

advisor to young couples and families teaches in detail how to 
approach the entire gamut of issues, with a special emphasis 
on strengthening the child’s morality and character. Parents 
will learn how to:

• Instill simchas hachayim, “true joy,” in their children

• Value chessed, kindness, in a self-absorbed world

• Create a mikdash me’at, a home filled with calm and reflection

• Teach children gratitude and appreciation

• And much more…

From discipline to sibling rivalry to effective communication 
skills, this book offers unique concepts and pragmatic ideas 
that can be understood and applied to both Jewish and non-
Jewish households.

Parents
Page



 

  

Macy’s Flower Show 
• Macy’s @ Herald Square 

Sunday, March 24- Sunday, April 7

• FREE

• http://social.macys.com/flowershow/#/newyork

The spring is ushered in with the long-
standing New York tradition – Macy’s 
Flower Show, the annual exposition 
of colorful blossoms, all arranged in 
creative installations. This year’s show, 
called The Painted Garden, features 
India, complete with the 10-foot 
elephant made out of beautiful flowers. 
Check their official website for the 

schedule of free Macy’s family events associated with the 
show.

The Big Adventure at the Brooklyn 
Children’s Museum
• 145 Brooklyn Ave, Brooklyn

• March 23 – September 15

• Free with admission $9

The new exhibition geared for children ages 6 to 12 is 
packed with interactive experiences. Kids can pretend they 
are on an adventurous journey, while getting into a real 
physical workout. There is 6-ft tall wall to climb, tunnels to 
find your way through, “alligator-infested” river to cross, a 
narrow beam to balance, and more.

Pippi at Swedish Cottage Marionette 
Theatre
• 79th Street and West Drive in Central Park

• Schedule varies

• $7 children 18mo – 12 yrs, $10 adults 

• http://www.cityparksfoundation.org/arts/swedish-
cottage-marionette-theatre

When you go to Central Park this 
spring, plan your visit around a puppet 
performance Pippi at the Swedish 
Cottage Marionette Theatre. Pippi  is a 
fresh adaptation of the classic tale by 
Astrid Lindgren about the adventures 
of the non-conventional, quick-witted 
and super-strong redhead. The 
production features nearly two dozen 

hand-crafted marionettes. 
 
 
 
 

Luna Park at Coney Island
• 1000 Surf Avenue Brooklyn 

• www.lunaparknyc.com

Coney Island’s Luna Park opens March 24, right on time for 
the spring vacation. Enjoy the new and classic rides before 
the summer crowds hit.  Half of the park 22 rides fall into 
categories of “mild” or “moderate” thrill, making it suitable 
for children.

Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey 
Circus
• Barclays Center, 620 Atlantic Ave, Brooklyn

• March 20 – April 1

• $20-$160

Celebrate the circus tradition with the new show Built to 
Amaze!  where performers from across the globe create 
a spectacular blend of fearlessness and athletic skill. 
Astonishing acrobats and aerialists, funny clowns, and, of 
course, magnificent elephants star in this imaginative show. 
Arrive one hour early for the Pre-Show ( free for ticket-
holders) to meet the performers and learn some circus skills.

Planetarium at the Vanderbilt 
Museum 
• 180 Little Neck Road, Centerport, New York 

• Day: General museum admission $7 adults, $3 for children 
under 12, Planetarium show $5 each

• Night programs: $9 adults, $7 children

• www.vanderbiltmuseum.org

The Vanderbilt Museum is reopening 
its state-of-the-art Planetarium, which 
has undergone $4 million renovations, 
on March 15. Audience can see not 
only new shows, but also extraordinary 
NASA imagery recorded by satellites. 
The current programs include Stars 
(for adults and families), One World, 
One Sky (for children, produced by 

Sesame Workshop), Solar System Odyssey (for age 10 and 
up), and Long Island Skies (a live presentation for the whole 
family that may include the Observatory visit, weather 
permitting). Check their website for the show schedule.

To make it a full day trip, explore other great things The 
Vanderbilt Museum has to offer. You can tour the stunning 
24-room mansion of William K. Vanderbilt II filled with 
paintings and antiques, and learn about the Vanderbilt 
family history and life on Long Island’s Gold Coast in 1930’s. 
The museum complex also includes a Natural History 
Museum, and beautiful gardens.

WEEKEND PICKS

Family Fun
  By Elina Rokhkind
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  By Alla Barsky

Interview with Milana Feldman

Milana Feldman was born in Pyatigorsk, Russia 
and came to the US with her parents and sister in 
1989, when she was 16 years old. She grew up in 
Brooklyn, first attending Lincoln High School, and 
then switching to the yeshivah Merkaz Bnos High 
School. After graduation, she spent one year in 
Israel as an exchange student and then went on 
to Pace University, receiving a Bachelor’s Degree in 
Information System Management. After 10 years 
in the corporate environment, Milana gave up her 
career to spend more time with her family. For the 
past 8 years, Milana has owned a women’s bou-
tique. She and her husband Igor live in Brighton 
Beach, Brooklyn with their four children, two of 
whom now attend Mazel Day School (David Moshe 
is in 3rd Grade and Etelle in Pre-K). She is also a 
member of Mazel School Board.

Q. How did you choose your career? 
A. I have to say that it was a purely practical decision on my 
part. We had recently come into the country and I needed a 
college education that would enable me to get a well-paying 
job. For 10 years after college, I have worked in IT and 
Information System auditing.

Q. Did you ever want to do anything else? 
A. Well, I have always liked children, especially babies. At 
one time, I wanted to be a nurse and work with babies!

Q. What do you like to do for fun? 
A. With four children, there is not that much free time 
available! But one thing we love to do as a family is travel. 
My husband and I try to take one trip a year with the 
children and one where it’s just the two of us. 

Q. Anything in particular you like to read? 
A. At this point, it’s mostly parenting books! My favorite is 
“The Blessing of a Skinned Knee” by Wendy Mogel. I find it 
to be very helpful. I have also enjoyed reading “Shadows on 
the Hudson” by Isaac Bashevis Singer. Actually, my husband 
read it first and then recommended it to me.

Q. How did you find Mazel day School? 
A. My father was actually one of the founders of Mazel Day 
School! By the time I had my oldest daughter, Zlata, he had 
been attending the FREE of Brighton Synagogue for close 
to 20 years. After my daughter was born, we started looking 
for a school for her, that would teach her about her Jewish 
heritage but would not be as restrictive as a Yeshiva. My 
father was one of the people who recognized the need for 
such a school in the Russian Jewish community. As recent 
immigrants, we did not want our children’s heritage to be 
lost but were not ready for a more restrictive environment of 
a Yeshiva. So this was to be a school for children who were 
born here but whose parents were immigrants to the US.   
My daughter was one of the first two students in Mazel Day 
School!

Q. What is your opinion of Mazel day School now? 
A. I think that Mazel Day School is the best thing that could 
have happened to me. It is an amazing school that, in my 
opinion, far surpasses a lot of others. I have the opportunity 
to compare Mazel with other schools on a daily basis. 
My oldest daughter is now in 7th grade, which is not yet 
offered in Mazel. So, she is now attending Prospect Park 
Yeshivah, also a good school. But there just seems to be 
no comparison as far as the level of parental involvement 
and the love and attention kids get from teachers. Just as 
an example, Etelle was sick around Purim and had to skip 
school. Both of her teachers came to our house just to give 
her Mishloah Manos! I feel that Mazel Day School does a 
wonderful job preparing children for life  - the fact that it is 
a co-educational school that pays a lot of attention to their 
social development and the very high academic standards 
are excellent.

I can also say that I really enjoy being on the School Board 
and working toward improving our children’s education. 
I have been a Board member since it was founded and 
seeing Mazel Day School grow from a few children to a well-
known and well-respected institution in the Russian-Jewish 
community has been a true pleasure.

Q. What do you like to do for yourself, what’s your guilty 
pleasure? 
A. Well, I have two – chocolate and going to the spa.

Q. Do you have a favorite recipe to share? 
A. One thing I enjoy making and eating is quinoa salad. 
You cook some quinoa and let it cool. Then throw together 
one bunch each chopped fresh parsley and cilantro, some 
pomegranate seeds, garlic and salt to taste. Then mix it all 
up with some olive oil and rice vinegar. This salad is very 
healthy and also looks very appetizing, as it is a very brightly 
colored dish.

PARENT INTERVIEW

Parent Talk



 

  
By Gennady  

Favel

10. If Mazel ever gets a metal detector it won’t be 
to look for hidden weapons, instead it will be to 

find the coins in the kids’ pockets so they can be put in a 
tzedakah box.

9. Kids in public school first learn Jewish history in the 
middle of 7th grade. Kids in Mazel learn about Jewish 

history on the first day of pre-nursery.

8. The NYC Department of Education is run by the 
Panel for Educational Policy consisting of 12 overpaid 

bureaucrats. Mazel is run by a board of 11 malnourished 
community members.

7. Not all kids in public school can read by 4th grade. All 
kids in Mazel 4th grade can read, but some are reading 

from right to left.

6. Kids in public school sneak into the basement to 
smoke cigarettes. Mazel’s basement was flooded, 

problem solved!

5. Public school teachers have a union boss they can 
complain to. Mazel’s teachers have a shul where they 

can complain to the All-mighty.

4. The principle in a public school uses Facebook to 
make sure the students are behaving outside of 

school. The principle at Mazel uses Facebook to make sure 
the student’s parents are behaving outside of school.

3. In public school boys are not allowed to wear 
anything on their head. In Mazel boys are required to 

wear something on their head.

2. Public school is funded by taxes from your salary. 
Mazel is funded by whatever is left after that.

1. Parents of Mazel kids are smarter, funnier, kinder, and 
better looking!

The Top 10 Ways Mazel is Different From NYC Public Schools

THE TOP 10

Humor

By Ilona Dektor
CARTOON CAPTION  
CONTEST WINNER 

Boris Khodorkovsky

“Bubble, Bubble,    
Cholent is Trouble”

#1
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Interview with  
Rabbi Naftali Rotenberg

Rabbi Naftali Rotenberg teaches Torah Studies in 
Mazel Day School Grades 4 through 6. He originally 
grew up in Los Angeles, but also studied in Yeshi-
vot in Australia, London, and New York. As part of 
his studies, he actively participated in community 
outreach helping to improve Jewish religious life in 
those areas.

Q. How did you become a teacher? 
A. Well, my parents are teachers and that had some influence 
over me. Growing up, I saw students coming to our home and 
I was impressed by how my parents were able to influence 
them in a really positive way. Also, I was somewhat influenced 
by my own experiences as a student. I don’t think I was ever 
taught the way I needed to be taught. Of all the teachers 
I ever had, there was only one High School teacher who 
actually held me accountable for my grades and encouraged 
me to try my best. This is very important if students are to 
succeed. Just because a student is not troublesome does 

not mean that he can be ignored in favor of kids who may be 
more active. Now, as a teacher myself, I am convinced that all 
the children I am teaching can do very well, they just need to 
be encouraged to do their best.

Q. Was there ever any other career you considered? 
A. Well, I love to cook and I’m good at it, so I actually thought 
about opening a restaurant or a catering business. I ended 
up deciding to go into teaching because it is much more 
rewarding and I still get to cook at home! Also, operating a 
food business, if you’re good, is practically a round-the-clock 
job. I did not want a career that would take me away from my 
family so much.

Q. How did you end up teaching at Mazel Day School? 
A. Well, my wife was actually a teacher here before we were 
married. After our wedding, we moved to Los Angeles for a 
while. When we came back to New York, we both came to 
teach here. My wife is Morah Perel, teaching PreNursery 2.

Q. What do you think of Mazel, compared to other schools 
you’ve worked at? 
A. I think this school is very conducive to learning. The class 
size for the younger grades is about 15 children – large 
enough for children to be able to make different friends but 
not so large that some kids would get lost in the shuffle. It is 
very good when each child can get the individual attention 
they need to blossom and do their best.

Q. What do you think is important for a good education? 
A. In my opinion, giving one’s students the confidence they 
need to succeed. That means finding the right approach 
for each student. I have seen teachers who try the same 
approach on all the kids in their class. The approach 
invariably works on some kids but not on others, who end up 
falling more and more behind. This, in turn, causes all sorts of 
behavior problems to arise, as the child becomes more and 
more confused and discouraged. Once you find out what 
works for each child and how to make them understand what 
you’re trying to teach, the process becomes significantly 
easier. When students become more confident of their ability 
to succeed, a lot of behavior problems improve and children 
often do a lot better than anybody expects them to.

Q. What advice can you give to parents to improve their 
children’s education? 
A. Parents have to be parents. Don’t underestimate the 
importance of establishing a schedule and helping your 
children get a good night’s sleep! Elementary school-aged 
children need about 11 hours of sleep per night and having 
a child who is well-rested often goes a long way toward 
improving or resolving a lot of ongoing problems. I have 
found that parents focus on their child’s behavior or learning 
issues by getting extra tutoring and therapy but not by 
enforcing an early enough bedtime, which would go a long 
way toward helping things improve. Children ultimately 
appreciate having boundaries and rules designed to help 
them be at their best.

By Alla BarskyTEACHER INTERVIEW

Teacher Talk
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  CRAFTS & SOME TRICKS

It Worked for Me
Passover Place Cards

Why is this place card different from all other place 
cards? Because it can also serve as a bookmark in 
the Haggadah at your seder. Assistant managing 
editor Paulie Dibner, who came up with this clever 
idea, likes to create hers with watercolor paper. Start 
by decorating a full piece with stripes of watered-
down craft paints or watercolors; when dry, cut it 
into bookmarks. Punch a hole at the top of each, loop 
a ribbon through, and write a guest’s name on the 
front.

Passover Keepsakes
Make a personalized matzo cover and a bag for the 
afikomen (the symbolic broken piece of matzo that 
is hidden during the meal) from monogrammed 

handkerchiefs. For the 
three-pocket matzo cover, 
stack four 11-inch square 
handkerchiefs, and connect 
on three sides with fabric 
glue; stitch to secure. For 
the afikomen bag, fold a 
handkerchief in half; sew the 
short ends shut. Sew a ribbon 
to each side of the mouth  
for a tie.

Matzo Place Cards
Pipe your guests’ names in chocolate on matzos. 
Tuck them into napkins, and use them in lieu of place 
cards. 

Passover Place Setting
If you plan to ask guests to read from the Haggadah, 
consider incorporating the book of prayers and 
stories into every setting. We covered each book in a 
sheet of decorative paper and a layer of blue vellum 
to coordinate with the dishes. Then we used silk cord 
to bundle it with the napkin. Self-adhesive labels let 
the books double as place cards.

Matzo House
This matzo house makes a wonderful addition to any 
Seder table.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

• 6-by-6-by-6-inch cube cardboard box

• Scissors or utility knife

• Tape

• Matzo

• Melted chocolate

• Kosher foods for decoration

MATZO HOUSE HOW-TO

1. Begin by folding the 
cardboard box into the form 
of a house: trim 2 of the top 
flaps into triangles and tape 
the 2 uncut flaps onto it 
along the cut angles to create 
a support for the pitched 
roof.
2. Squeeze melted chocolate 
onto form. Tip: Keep melted 
chocolate liquefied by resting 

a container of it in warm water.
3. Attach pieces of matzo to chocolate-covered 
house form.
4. Decorate the matzo house with kosher food items 
of your choice, using the melted chocolate to attach 
the decorations to the house.
 

By Anna Rakhlis
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Passover vacation, (aka spring vacation) is a great 
time for families to recharge, get ready for the 
home stretch of the school year, and have some 
fun with activities. Whether you’re planning to take 
it easy at home during Passover break or take a 
fun family trip, here are some activity ideas to do 
with your kids. 
 

Picnic Day
What better way to spend a beautiful warm day 
outside than to go on a fun family picnic? Just 
pack up a basket with yummy and healthy picnic 
food and tote along some fun games and toys. 
Your family is sure to have a terrific, relaxing and 
joyful day together. The best part: Your kids will be 
so exhausted at the end of the fun day that they’ll 
probably go to bed without much ado! 

Visit a Local Animal Farm
Baby chicks, lambs and piglets all make adorable 
additions to most animal farms in the springtime. 
Take your creature-loving child to your local farm to 
learn all about the wonders of new life. Many farms 
also offer petting zoos and fun activities, so plan on 
spending more than a few hours immersed in country 

living.

Head Out Into the Community
Check out what’s happening at your community 
center during spring break. From dance to sports, 
it’s the place to be. Many community centers have 
schedules you can pick up ahead of time telling you 
all about the events planned for that month. Plus, 
they’ll usually have some cool volunteer opportunities 

that you might want to teach your kids to participate 
and show how important it is to help others.                                                             

Ping-Pong Basketball

For this basketball-
shooting challenge, you 
can bounce the ball in 
close for easy 1-pointers, or 
dribble just once and shoot 
for a 3-pointer.

What you will need: paper 
towels, 2 clean, quart-size 
plastic containers, ping-
pong ball

1. Line the bottom of each container with a folded 
paper towel (to keep the ball from bouncing out). 
Place the “baskets” at opposite ends of the table, at 
least 4 feet apart.

2. On your turn, dribble the ball (as you would in 
basketball) one to three times down the court. After 
the last dribble, you must catch the ball (if you mess 
up, your opponent takes over) and try to score by 
bouncing it back into the opposing player’s basket. 
A basket after three dribbles is worth 1 point; two 
dribble, 2 points; one dribble, 3 points. The ball goes 
to your opponent after a score or missed shot.

Movie Day
On a slow or dreary day, rent movies from the library 
and spend a day watching them, making homemade 
popcorn, and stopping for discussions (and maybe a 
mini dance party) in between.

By Roza NiyazovPASSOVER VACATION ACTIVITIES

Activities
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This year, Passover begins Monday evening, 
March 25 for 8 days through Tuesday evening, 
April 2.

Passover (Pesach) is the most ancient of all rituals. 
It has been passed down in an unbroken chain of 
tradition for over 3300 years, since the original 
Exodus from Egypt. 

The highlight of Passover is the Seder—a full 
sensory experience—the tastes, the aromas, the 
textures, the sounds, the sights, the songs, the 
questions, the answers. All combine to achieve the 
meaningful events of the Seder. 

With this in mind, it is worthwhile to think about 
how you want to bring the spirit and traditions 
of Passover to your family in order to create 
enjoyable, cherished memories of a tradition your 
children will want to continue. Here are some 
points to consider:

• Purchase a Haggadah with clear directions and 
interesting explanations for you and the adults 
at the Seder to follow.  When the experience and 
traditions are more meaningful to you, it will be 
easier to give that over to your child.  A beautiful 
Haggadah to try is “The Gutnick Haggadah” or 
the Passover Hagaddah by Rabbi Yosef Marcus.

• Don’t overwhelm your child with too much 
information. Add some more every year in 
order to ensure that he understands it and will 
continue to be stimulated.

• Review your own family’s traditions and decide 
how you will incorporate them.   

Countdown to Passover: Prepare your family for a 
meaningful Passover

• Children learn best when they ask the questions 
and then explore the answers together with the 
teacher or parent. Set provocations to encourage 
your children to ask questions.  In the days 
before Passover, place the Seder plate, Elijah’s 
cup and Passover foods in a prominent place in 
the house. Then, explore the answers together.   
Reward your child (with appropriate praise) for 
questions he asks and the answers he gives. 

• Start playing and singing Passover or Seder 
music in the days leading up to Passover, so 

that everyone knows them. Consider making 
song sheets for everyone. Listen to Seder songs 
together before the Seder so that everyone 
knows them. Have the CD playing in the house 
and car in the days before Pesach (not on the 
holidays).

• Build up the excitement to Passover.  Every 
morning or evening, countdown to Passover. 
Count the number of days using a calendar. Mark 
off each date.

• Together with your child, buy Matzahs, wine, and 
other Passover foods. Choose recipes together, 
polish the silver cups and candlesticks, try on 
new Passover clothing, take out the special 
Seder items.

• Read Passover books together. Look at old 
family pictures of Passover celebrations.  Look 
through the Passover items that you saved 
through the years. 

Creating your own Passover traditions

• Tell of your own Passover memories.

• Skype or video conference with family as you 
set your table for the seder, as you grind the 
horseradish. Share the holiday as best possible. 

• Videotape your child saying the 4 questions and 
send to all relatives. 

Passover As Your Child Grows

• Create a Holiday or Passover memory box. Keep 
the items that your child has made and look at 
them together as your child grows up.

• Create an album that kids can add to each year.  
Take pictures or video of your child singing the 4 
Questions, showing the crafts he made and how 

PASSOVER WITH YOUR CHILD

Jewish Holidays
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  by Name

Jewish Holidays (cont.)
PASSOVER WITH YOUR CHILD

they will be used during the seder. Take pictures 
of the wonderful things your child has created in 
school that you cannot keep.

Sharing Passover with others

• Before the holiday, go as a family to bring 
matzah and other seder items to someone who 
might otherwise not have a seder.  Tell them 
about Passover events in the community. 

• Go as a family to bring matzah and other seder 
foods to those in senior centers or  homes for the 
underprivileged. Bring them cheer.  Help your 
children connect with the older generation. 

• Invite friends and family to join you at your 
Passover seder. 

Making A Kid-Friendly Seder 
The Seder and Your Child

• Make the Seder special 
with beautiful clothing, 
dishes and

• One of the pivotal 
themes of the Seder is 
‘V’higadeta l’vincha’ – 
‘and you shall teach your 
child.’With a child at your 
Seder it will have to be 
run differently in order to 
teach him or her about 
our story and our traditions. Prepare yourself for 
that before the Seder.

• Tell your child all the details of the Seder 
in advance—who will be there, what will be 
happening. Prepare your child for all aspects 
of Passover and the Seder. Children generally 
behave and participate better when they are 
aware of what will be happening. Explain to 
your child that the Seder is a special meal which 
will include a lot of talking and songs. Consider 
doing a run-through of the Seder, so that he is 
very prepared.

• Your child has learned about Passover in school. 
Talk to him and help bridge the gap between the 
learning that is taking place in school to what will 
be happening on Passover in your family.

• Your youngster can also help in preparing for 
Passover, especially in the areas that he has 
learned about in school. Allow him to smell the 
horseradish, wash the parsley, add salt to the salt 
water and mix the Charoset.

• As appropriate, plan for small activities that you 
know will keep your child engaged.

• The Seder often takes place later at night than 
your child is used to being awake. It may be 
hard for him to be attentive and happy. Consider 
having everyone (including you) take a nap in 
the afternoon and you will enjoy the pleasant 
atmosphere when you all get up!

• Children can also become hungry during the 
Seder. Make sure all are well fed and perhaps 
even prepare food for your child to nibble on 
during the story telling.

• Traditionally, the seder begins after sundown. Be 
prepared to begin as soon thereafter as possible, 
if you really want your child to be a part of the 
festivities. 

Plan for a Kid-Friendly Seder

• It is definitely worthwhile to think about how 
a kid-friendly Seder could be run. This will 
take some extra planning, but the rewards and 
Nachas are worth it!

• Parents can dress up as they re-enact the story 
of Pesach.

Learn all about Passover and the Seder at  
www.chabad.org/passover

PASSOVER SONGS AND MUSIC CD

Seder Nights by Paul Zim

PASSOVER BOOKS

• Sammy Spider by Sylvia A. Rouss

• A Touch of Passover (a touch and feel book)

• A Taste for Noah by Susan Remick Topek

• It’s Seder Time by Latifa B Kropf

• The Mouse in the Matzah Factory by Francine Medoff

• Passover Around the World by Tami Lehman-Wilzig

• The Ten Plagues of Egypt by Shoshana Lepon

• Pharaoh and the Fabulous Frog Invasion by Osher Werner
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• Tell the story with puppets or pictures, using 
sound effects and voice inflection.

• Allow the children to repeat the story after you, 
to count or to answer questions.

• Set provocations to encourage your children 
to ask questions. In fact, the whole set up of a 
Seder is to encourage children to question.

• Reward your children for questions they ask 
and answers they give. As it states in Hagaddah, 
‘Whoever expands on the Pesach story is to be 
praised.’

• Listen to Seder songs together before the Seder 
so that everyone knows them. Consider making 
song sheets for everyone.   A great CD with 
songs that your child will love is “Seder Nights” 
by Paul Zim. Have the CD playing in the house 
and car in the days before Pesach (not on the 
holidays). 

• Create opportunities for your child to show 
everyone his creations from school.  Perhaps 
stagger it throughout the meal.

• Designate a place for your child to set up his 
creations that he has made in school.

• Add games or props for your child and other 
guests to re-enact the story.

• Invite all the children together to find the 
Afikomen and all get rewarded; this can alleviate 
much fighting about who got it.

• Get up and dance!  What greater way to share 
the joy of the Exodus than to dance at the 
Seder?  Either at the point in the Seder when 

you discuss the Jews’ leaving Egypt or at the 
conclusion of the Seder, have all the guests form 
a circle and dance: “Next Year we shall be in 
Jerusalem!”

At the Seder

• Children can get dressed up in their holiday best 
but don’t fret if the clothing gets dirty. 

• Light the Holiday candles together.

• Allow your child to make Kiddush on his own cup 
of grape juice.

• Make each step ceremonious and include your 
child. Make the dipping ceremonious, with 
fanfare, “Let’s dip 1-2-3.  Let’s dip again 1-2-3.”  
“Let’s wash hands 1-2-3 on the right, and 1-2-3 on 
the left.”  Allow your child to help with the steps 
whenever possible, for example, breaking the 
Matzah in half, etc.  

• Make a big deal about your child saying the 4 
Questions.

• For younger children: Don’t insist that your 
child stay by the table the whole time. Consider 
preparing other activities for him but tell him 
in advance that you may call him to the table 
to partake in different parts. You can prepare 
Passover related books and props (or any other 
toys and books that he likes). Be flexible; allow 
him to go to sleep even if you would like him to 
be awake for the whole Seder. 

PASSOVER WITH YOUR CHILD

Jewish Holidays (cont.)

Basic Charoset Recipe
Shell walnuts and peel apples and chop finely.  
Mix together and add a small amount of wine. 

Your child in the kitchen
Apples: Your child(ren) can core, peel, slice and then 
chop apples.

Nuts: Your child(ren) can shell the walnuts and then 
separate the nut from its shell, and then chop.

Wine: Your child(ren) can pour in the wine.



 

  

Jewish Holidays (cont.)

Recently a number of friends have confided to me that 
they’d had “the talk” with their kids. No, not that talk. 
I mean the talk about spirituality: about G‑d, about the 
afterlife. About what it means to be human, and how 
each of us fits into the grand pattern of the universe.

Often, “the talk” comes when we’re not ready. “Where 
did Grandpa go when he died?” a child might ask, or 
“If G‑d is good, why did Grandma get sick?” Many of us 
never hashed out own our thoughts about these issues, 
and find it difficult to help our kids work through them 
today.

Your kids are bound to bring up their 
spiritual thoughts with you

“Yet “the talk” is unavoidable (your kids are bound to bring 
up their spiritual thoughts with you), and when handled with 
sensitivity, can bring us all closer together. Here are six ways 
to get started.

1. Recognize Your Child’s Innate Feelings
There is a beautiful Jewish story (Talmud, Niddah 30b):

During the nine months a baby is in its mother’s womb, its 
neshamah, or soul, spends its time learning Torah. For nine 
entire months, each soul is completely immersed in G-d, 
communing directly with its maker.

Just before each baby is born, G-d sends an angel, who 
reaches out and touches the baby’s mouth. With this touch, 
the baby forgets all the Torah it learned in the womb, and is 
ready to be born.

Thus, each time we are exposed to teachings about G-d and 
spirituality, we’re naturally drawn to them, as we already 
learned about them once, long before. Each one of us has a 
faint trace of a memory from those months of communing 
with our Creator.

If you ask an adult, “Do you feel that G-d loves you?” it’s 
likely they’ll roll their eyes; a question like this simply isn’t 
considered sophisticated in the modern world. Yet ask a 
child if G-d loves them, and you’ll likely get an enthusiastic 
“Yes!” Children’s simplicity is often dismissed as naiveté 
these days, but in the Torah view it’s seen as proof of young 
people’s high level of spiritual awareness.

2. Lose the Cynicism
One of the reasons kids are so much more eager to discuss 
spiritual matters is that they haven’t yet learned the cynicism 
of us adults.

Being cynicism is a natural defense: it’s our way of guarding 
ourselves against disappointment. (I’d love to win the 
lottery—but I don’t think I will—so it’s tempting to be cynical: 
nobody ever wins, it’s a dumb way to spend one’s money, 
look at all the lottery winners you read about who say 

winning didn’t make them happy anyway . . . )

But this kind of pessimism is poisonous: it strangles hope, 
and makes us mock the very things we often, deep down, 
actually yearn for.

When you feel yourself descending into skepticism, think 
of the biblical figure Noah, who built an ark and lived in it 
during the famous storm that lasted forty days and forty 
nights.

The Torah recounts how G-d commanded Noah to build a 
mammoth ark, and then to choose animals of every type to 
fill it with before the storm. In fact, Jewish tradition teaches 
that Noah spent 120 years constructing his massive ship, and 
that during that time the entire world mocked and made fun 
of Noah for his impossible-seeming task.

Yet Noah never gave into embarrassment or cynicism. He 
withstood the gibes of all the peoples of the world, and 
never lost his innocent faith. Though he was reviled for so 
many years, Noah never stopped viewing the world as a 
place of promise, and his place in it as one of holiness and 
importance. In fact, the Torah comments on Noah’s purity: 
Noah is described as “righteous and wholehearted,” and it is 
said that “Noah walked with G-d.”

Unfortunately, this purity is easily lost in today’s more 
cynical world. One way to encourage our children to be 
spiritual is to discuss their concerns and questions seriously, 
without being dismissive or negative about their thoughts.

3. Be Grateful
Get in the habit of pointing out your blessings, from big things 
down to the things many of us  
take for granted

Get in the habit of pointing out your blessings, from big 
things like your life and your health, down to the things 
many of us take for granted, like electric lights or the fact 
that our car started this morning.

Gratitude makes children (and adults!) more sensitive, and 
open to noticing G-d’s blessings in their lives.

4. Admit You Don’t Know Everything
A friend once told me that after a close relative died, her son 
asked her if the relative was in Heaven. “I broke it to him that 
there’s no Heaven,” my friend told me. “Then I told him that 
even though some people think so, there’s no such thing 
as...,” and she listed a litany of religious ideas and precepts.

All I could think of was, “Really?” How do you know? I felt so 
bad for her son: here he was, in a vulnerable position, trying 
to make sense of his very confusing world.

When our kids ask us difficult questions, sometimes the 
best thing we can do is admit we don’t know, and try to find 
answers together.

SIX WAYS TO TEACH KIDS ABOUT SPIRITUALITY

Parenting
By Yvette Mil ler
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Book Selections of the Month
Book Reviews  
(Magic Tree House Series)
AUTHOR: MARY POPE OSBOURNE
AGES: 8 & UP
Two siblings named Annie and Jack discover a 
tree house filled with books, and their childhood 
is transformed forever! Annie and Jack embark on 
wonderfully exciting adventures to prehistoric times, 
finding pirate treasures and more. Best of all, it shows 
young readers how amazing and fun reading can be. 

Hoppy Passover
AUTHOR: LINDA GLASER
AGES: 2-5
This simple story about Passover is perfect for young 
children first discovering this holiday. The book allows 
for lots of learning about tradition while maintaining a 
humorous and sweet tale about two bunnies!

My No, No, No Day
AUTHOR: REBECCA PATERSON
AGES: 2-5
From the moment Bella wakes up, her day goes wrong. 
She hates her breakfast egg, she won’t share, she has 
a hurting foot, her supper is too hot, and her bath is 
too cold. And then it’s no, no, no to bedtime. But at last 
a yawn, a story, and a kiss from mother end the day, 
with the promise of a cheerful tomorrow. Every parent, 
teacher, and caregiver will respond to this hilariously 
accurate portrait of one toddler with a case of the 
Terrible Twos!
 

By Ilona Dektor

5. Explore Jewish Texts Together
I went to Sunday school as a kid, and there my teachers 
answered my questions—all of them. There was nothing they 
didn’t have an easy answer to, and I grew up thinking there 
was one “right” answer to every question in Judaism.

When I looked at traditional Jewish texts as an adult, 
however, I found people wrestling with the sorts of questions 
I wanted to explore.

Three thousand years ago King David asked, “Why do you 
stand far off, O L-rd? Why do You hide Yourself in times 
of trouble?” (Psalms 10:1). And the questions have never 
stopped coming.

One way to encourage our children to grow spiritually is 
to study Jewish texts together. Each of us has the benefit 
of thousands of years of Jewish questioning and wisdom; 
setting a time to sit with our kids and read through some 
Jewish texts is a great way to tap into it.

Plus, learning together brings us closer, as both parents and 
children watch each other wrestle with important ideas.

The great Rabbi Joshua ben Perachiah advised each person 
to go out and find a teacher for themselves (Pirkei Avot 1:6). 
This might mean learning with a trusted rabbi or educator. 
With luck and time, parents and children can be each other’s 
teachers too, bringing the whole family closer together.

6. Seek G-d Everywhere
A truly spiritual person is one who is able to see the Divine 
everywhere

A truly spiritual person is one who is able to see the Divine 
everywhere.

Encourage your children to turn to G-d, to speak to Him. 
This can take the form of traditional Jewish prayers, or can 
be more free-form. Start reciting the Shema prayer (“Hear 
O Israel, the L-rd our G-d, the L-rd is one”) with your kids at 
bedtime.

Remember that there are divine sparks in other people 
too. The Torah teaches that every human being is created 
b’tzelem Elokim, in G-d’s image. In Judaism, one of the 
highest ways to honor G-d is to honor our fellow men.

When we speak to each person gently, when we deal 
with others honestly, when we approach the world with 
optimism, we model spiritual behavior for our children.

SIX WAYS TO TEACH KIDS ABOUT SPIRITUALITY

Parenting (cont.)
By Yvette Mil ler

Yvette Alt Miller, Ph.D. is a mother and 
adjunct professor of Political Science living 
in Chicago. She is the author of “Angels at 
the Table: A Practical Guide to Celebrating 
Shabbat” (Continuum 2011).
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MAZEL DAY SCHOOL 
Quality Russian-Jewish Private School

2901 - 2915 Brighton 6th St 
Brooklyn, NY 11235

Phone: 
718-368-4490

E-mail: 
mazelnewsletter@gmail.com

We’re on the web! 
www.mazeldayschool.com

A special note of appreciation to those parents who made gift donations 
to their child’s classroom in February:

Khodorkovsky family for purchasing sets of blocks and block accessories 
for the Kindergarten and First Grade classrooms...   Kurlander family 
for a new board game to the PreK class in honor of Leora’s birthday...  
Raykhman family for new game for PreK in honor of Benny’s birthday... 
Golub family for new math and science games for Grade 2 in honor of 
Estee’s birthday... Rozin family for new math games for the Second Grade 
classroom in honor of Daniel’s birthday... Khanukayeva family for many 
new learning games for the Fifth Grade classroom.

Whether you want to give a gift to your child’s class in honor of his/
her birthday or just because... check out your class’s online wish list of 
carefully selected items that will be greatly appreciated and used by your 
child’s teachers.

Thank You!
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